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ecause every family is different, their
hardware should be, too. Classic Brass has been
handcrafting solid brass traditional hardware
for both cabinets and doors since the inception
of the family-owned company in the 1950s.
Available only through a very exclusive network
of dealers, their products boast the high level of
quality and technical detail that are created to
please even the most discerning homeowner.
Each piece of solid brass and bronze hardware is finished by hand, featuring custom
order options with a family touch. There are 24
standard finishes available to choose from,
along with gold plating and custom variations.
A hallmark of fine hardware, wax finishes are a
highly popular option that offers an elegant,
timeless look. A living finish is a non-lacquered
and unprotected finish which will “wear and
beautify” with time. Because each collection
offers such a wide range of finish options as
well as the ability to customize, you can rest
assured knowing that the end result will be
exactly what you are looking for.
Depending on your unique needs, all door
hardware products are machined and finished to
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order. Because the process is designed around
flexibility, there are virtually no limitations.
Classic Brass is known for their ability to provide
hardware for any application—this includes
tubular, mortise, and multipoint locks.
Additionally, they have the capability to provide
clients with customized escutcheons. For many
homeowners, narrow escutcheons are necessary
due to narrow door stiles. All of these types of
specific needs can be accommodated, offering distinct solutions for everyone. From
custom hammered products and engraving
requirements, to locks with unique spacing
requirements—these are the types of special
touches that simply cannot be found in a
typical door hardware catalog.
Classic Brass is proud to introduce their
newest collection of traditional door hardware—Chautauqua. The hallmark of this
collection is the very fine and crisp bead, rope,
coin, and cross hatch detail. Chautauqua is
the only collection in the marketplace that
offers a rope or coin edge on escutcheons,
which complements the knobs, turn pieces,
rose pieces, and levers.

In order to truly appreciate the level of
technical detail and fine quality that Classic
Brass collections possess, it’s necessary to visit
one of their exclusive dealer showrooms to see
the products on display. The knowledgeable
staff can discuss with you firsthand the flexibility available in the Classic Brass door hardware program. You can do this locally at
Belmont Hardware. To see their products, you
can visit the Belmont Hardware showrooms
located in Belmont, San Francisco, and San
Jose. When you visit one of Belmont
Hardware’s six showrooms, you will find
Northern California’s largest selection of the
world’s finest decorative finish hardware and
plumbing fixtures. Belmont Hardware is
family owned and has been a favored source
of homeowners, architects, interior designers, and custom homebuilders for over 80
years. You can also visit Belmont Hardware’s
additional showrooms located in Novato,
Walnut Creek and Fresno, featuring an
extensive collection of products on display, or
you can visit www.belmonthardware.com for
additional information and more details.
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